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Looking for a new participant. The Purepecha passive* 
CLAUDINE CHAMOREAU 
Centre for Indigenous American Languages Research (CELIA) 
CNRS-IRD-INALCO-PARIS VII 
1. Introduction 
Purepecha1 has a suffix na (or ŋa, dialectal variation) whose presence has the following 
consequences: (i) the valence of the verb is reduced, i.e., the construction contains one 
participant less than the corresponding form without this element; (ii) the patient of the 
transitive or the recipient/source of the ditransitive function as the subject of the clause; 
and (iii) the expression of an agent is generally not possible. 
In other languages, such features have been described as characteristics of a affixes 
that encode the passive voice (Keenan 1985; Lazard 1986; Shibatani 1985). In Purepecha, 
the suffix na was identified by Monzon (2004) as a ‘general agent’, by Foster (1969) as an 
‘indefinite agent’, by Friedrich (1984) as a ‘plural subject’, and as a ‘passive or 
impersonal’ by Gilberti (1987 [1558]), Lagunas (1983 [1574]), Swadesh (1969), Nava 
(2004), and Chamoreau (2005). Each designation not only reveals different facets of the 
values assumed by this element, but also shows paths to understanding its evolution. In the 
16th century, it was only described as an ‘indefinite plural agent’ (Chamoreau 2005). The 
introduction of a nominal agent was not possible. Currently, an evolution that leads to the 
possible presence of a noun phrase that expresses a particular agent does exist. 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the reorganization in the introduction of 
the sole participant in intransitive constructions and the agent in transitive and ditransitive 
ones.  
Clauses exhibiting na are frequent not only in narratives but also in oral discourse 
and are used in very specific contexts where there is no interest in identifying the agent. 
Thus, na serves to suppress the agent (Shibatani 1985:832)—either as a voluntary 
discourse strategy or motivated by the inability to identify the agent at the moment of 
communication. 
The aim of this paper is twofold: (i) To study the morphosyntactic properties, 
specifically the subject in both active and passive constructions. These properties are 
conveyed whatever the valence of the verb and the semantic role of the element that carries 
out the function of the subject (section 2). (ii) To analyse the different strategies developed 
by the language to deal with the introduction of an element essential for communication, 
the agent, in a structure that is basically formed to eliminate it. This introduction is 
organized differently depending on the valence of the verb. On one hand, in transitive and 
ditransitive verbs, the agent is introduced as an oblique with the intrumental case marker or 
postposition. This strategy is quite common in different languages, however, in the 
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varieties of Purepecha, the use of the instrumental in such construction offers different 
values (i.e. instrumental, agent) (section 3). On the other hand, in intransitive verbs, which 
never present a nominal subject in passive construction, the participant introduced as a 
noun phrase is generally placed after a clause. This noun phrase lacks the characteristics of 
a subject in Purepecha. Therefore, it functions as an element that fulfils a fundamental role 
on a pragmatic level called precision phrase (section 4). 
2. Main characteristics of the subject in Purepecha 
The main morphosyntactic characteristics of the subject, an element that obligatorily 
determines the verb, will be presented in the following section. I shall analyze the behavior 
of the subject both in the active and passive voices. 
2.1 Personal subject 
Purepecha has two distinct paradigms of person markers: pronominal enclitics and 
independent pronouns. The first type is constituted by elements that can appear on a verb 
or on a constituent placed before the verb. Such elements have lesser pragmatic importance 
in contrast to the independent pronouns (Chamoreau 2003a). Verbs are obligatorily marked 
for mood. The most frequent is the assertive mood, which is encoded by a portmanteau 
element marking person in addition to mood: For instance, ti indicates assertive mood and 
third person, and ka expressed assertive mood and first and second persons. A verb 
conjugated in the assertive mood can function as a complete sentence.2 Clauses in which 
only ti appears are interpreted as third person singular, cf. (1) and those in which only ka 
appears are interpreted as first person singular (2). The pronominal enclitic of third person 
singular is Ø, the same as for the first person singular, although in the second case the form 
Ø alternates with the element ni (2). Nevertheless, in order to avoid ambiguities that could 




 ‘S/he/it danced.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia2, 82)3 
(2) iʃe-ʃ-ka-(ni) 
 see-AOR-ASS1/2-(1) 
 ‘I saw her/him/it.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia1, 307) 
In order to indicate other persons it is necessary to introduce an independent pronoun or a 
pronominal enclitic. Depending on pragmatic contexts one can introduce only a 
pronominal enclitic only, cf. kʃı in (3), an independent pronoun, thu in (4) or a combination 
of both, cf. xutʃa and kʃı in (5). Pragmatically, these last two function to call attention to the 
subject. The behaviour is the same, independent of the valence of the verb, intransitive  
(1, 5), transitive (2, 3), or ditransitive (4). 
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(3) pyá-a-ʃ-ti-kʃı  tsıma tsıtsıki-itʃa-ni 
 buy-3PL.OBJ-ASS3-3PL DEM.PL flower-PL-OBJ 
 ‘They bought these flowers.’ (Jaracuaro-Vida19, 38) 
(4) xo thu mó-tha-ku-a-a-ka ʃukupaɽakwa-itʃa-ni 
 yes 2IND change-lateral-3APPL-3PL.OBJ-FUT-ASS1/2 clothes-PL-OBJ 
 ‘Yes, you will change the clothes to him.’ (Jaracuaro-kuritsı1, 26) 
(5) xutʃa ampa-tsı-ʃ-ka-kʃı 
 1PL.IND clean-head-AOR-ASS1/2-1PL 
 ‘We have brushed our hair ourselves.’ (Jaracuaro-Vida6, 295) 
In the passive voice, a clear distinction at the level of verbs can be observed between, on 
one hand, transitive and ditransitive verbs, and on the other, intransitive verbs. The former 
can occur with all persons, not the latter. In the active transitive construction in (6a), the 
third person subject is expressed by ti and the object by the pronominal enclitic kini. In 
(6b), a passive construction that corresponds to (6a), only a subject, the pronominal enclitic 
ri is attested. Semantically, in (6b), the subject is a patient. 
 (6) Active 
 a. iʃe-ʃ-ti-kini  
  see-AOR-ASS3-2OBJ 
  ‘S/he/it saw you.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia1, 310) 
 Passive 
 b. iʃe-na-ʃ-ka-ri 
  see-PASS-AOR-ASS1/2-2 
  ‘You were seen.’  
  ‘They saw you.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia1, 452) 
The example in (7a) shows an active ditransitive construction with three arguments: a 
subject xi ‘1IND’, and two objects, a patient tumina ‘money’ and a source a ‘3PL.OBJ’. The 
example in (7b) is a passive construction that corresponds to (7a) with two arguments the 
subject kʃı ‘3PL’ which is semantically a source and the object, tumina which is 
semantically a patient.  
(7)  Active 
 a. xi ʃıpa-a-ʃ-ka tumina 
  1IND steal-3PL.OBJ-AOR-ASS1/2 money 
  ‘I stole money from them.’ (Jaracuaro-ladron3, 78) 
 Passive 
 b. ʃıpa-na-ʃ-ti-kʃı  tumina 
  steal-PASS-AOR-ASS3-3PL money 
  ‘They were robbed of money.’ (Jaracuaro-ladron3, 95) 
(8a) shows an active intransitive construction. The subject is the third person expressed by 
ti (assertive mood plus third person). (8b) is a passive construction. This construction can 
only occur in the third person singular.4  
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(8)  Active 
 a. ni-ra-s-ti paskwaɽu 
  go-FT-AOR-ASS3 Pátzcuaro 
  ‘He went to Pátzcuaro.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia39, 71) 
 Passive 
 b. ni-na-s-ti paskwaɽu 
  go-PASS-AOR-ASS3  Pátzcuaro 
  ‘One/somebody went to Pátzcuaro.’ (Jaracuaro-vida2, 92) 
It is not possible to introduce another person, for example the second person in (9a) or the 
third person plural in (9b). This is the reason why the absence of any person marking may 
be understood as the third person singular.  
(9) a. *ni-na-s-ka-ri 
 b. *ni-na-s-ti-kʃı 
2.2 Nominal subject 
Purepecha is a case-marking language in which the nominal subject is indicated by a zero 
marker, whereas the object is expressed through the case marker ni. The presence of the 
object case depends on different hierarchies: (i) inherent properties of the element (human, 
animate, etc.); (ii) properties related to grammatical features (defined, collective, generic, 
etc.); and (iii) pragmatic strategies (topic, focus). These hierarchies are created as 
complementary degrees: in (10), a definite human nominal carries the object case marker 
ni whereas in (11a), an indefinite animate can appear without the object case marker 
(Chamoreau 1999). 
(10)  waɽiti  iʃe-ʃ-ti nanaka-ni 
  woman see-AOR-ASS3 girl-OBJ 
  ‘The woman saw the girl.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia15, 185) 
(11) a. waɽiti iʃe-ʃ-ti ma misitu 
  woman see-AOR-ASS3 a  cat 
  ‘The woman saw a cat.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia96, 23) 
Generally, in order to identify the subject in sentences like those in (11a), four tests may be 
applied: 
A. Case marker 
The subject case is indicated by a zero marker, contrasting with the object case marker ni 
(10). If the non-human nominal object in example (11a) is exchanged for a human nominal 
such as ma nanaka-ni ‘a girl’, the object case marker appears (11b). 
(11) b. waɽiti iʃe-ʃ-ti ma nanaka-ni 
  woman see-AOR-ASS3 a girl-OBJ 
  ‘The woman saw a girl.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia15, 190) 
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B. Subject agreement in the assertive mood 
As mentioned earlier, agreement between verbs and subjects is expressed by mood 
markers. A comparison between (11a) and (12a) shows how the marking varies according 
to person of subject. In contrast, a change in the object does not give rise to a change in the 
mood, cf. (12b). 
(12)  Active 
 a. xi iʃe-ʃ-ka ma misitu 
  1IND see-AOR-ASS1/2  a  cat 
  ‘You saw a cat.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia96, 40) 
 b. waɽiti-rini iʃe-ʃ-ti 
  woman-1OBJ see-AOR-ASS3 
  ‘The woman saw me.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia15, 178) 
Subject agreement is seen in both the active and passive voices. In (12a), misitu has the 
function of object but in the passive construction (13a) it has the function of subject. The 
assertive mood agrees with the subject of the third person in (13a). In the active 
construction in (12b), the pronominal enclitic of the first person rini expresses the object. 
In (13b), the first person is the independent pronoun xi, which is the subject and shows a 
correlation with the assertive mood.  
 (13) Passive 
 a. misitu iʃe-na-ʃ-ti 
  cat see-PASS-AOR-ASS3 
  ‘The cat was seen.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia96, 90) 
 b. xi iʃe-na-ʃ-ka 
  1IND see-PASS-AOR-ASS1/2 
  ‘I was seen.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia96, 79) 
From examples (12) and (13), we can establish that: (i) the patient of the active transitive 
(syntactically the direct object) corresponds to the subject of the passive construction, in 
conformity with the normal behavior of so-called ‘promotional’ passives (Givón 2002; 
Shibatani 1985); and (ii) in the passive construction, the verb is intransitive, its valence 
having been reduced. 
In the ditransitive construction in (14a) the subject Tsıtsıki agrees with ti, the 
assertive mood marker. In (14b) the subject is represented by the pronominal enclitic of 
second person ri and the object by the pronominal enclitic rini. The change in subject 
between (14a) and (14b) causes a modification of the element: the assertive mood plus the 
first and second person ka is used. In (14c), the object is the third person demonstrative 





 a. Tsıtsıki aɽi-ʃa-ti  ma  ʃıpati  ama-mpa-ni 
  tsıtsıki say-PROG-ASS3 a secret mother-3.POSS-OBJ 
  ‘Tsıtsıki is telling a secret to her mother.’ (Cocucho-MariaElena1, 26) 
 b. mameni-rini kuɽa-tʃι-ʃɨn-ka-ri itʃuskuta 
   always-1OBJ ask-1/2APPL-HAB-ASS1/2-2  tortilla 
  ‘You always ask me for tortillas.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia3, 82) 
 c. mameni kuɽa-ku-ʃɨn-ka-ri iτʃuskuta ima-ni 
  always ask-3APPL-HAB-ASS1/2-2  tortilla DEM-OBJ 
  ‘You always ask him for tortillas.’ (Jaracuaro-Celia3, 140) 
In (15a), only the direct object of ditransitive active construction, tataka sapitʃu-itʃu ‘the 
children’ can become the subject of a passive construction. Semantically, the direct object 
corresponds to the recipient while the semantic patient wantantskwa thaletskwa-itʃa-iri ‘the 
story about the elves’ cannot become the subject (15b).  
(15) Passive 
 a. tataka sapitʃu-itʃa aɽi-na-ʃa-ti-kʃı wantantskwa thaletskwa-itʃa-iri 
  boy little-PL say-PASS-PROG-ASS3-3PL story elf-PL-GEN 
  ‘The children are being told the story about the elves.’ (Zipiajo-duende1, 73) 
 b. *wantantskwa thaletskwa-itʃa-iri aɽi-na-ʃa-ti-kʃı tataka sapitʃu-itʃu-ni 
From these examples, it can be deduced that: (i) the recipient/source function as the subject 
of a passive in a ditransitive construction (Chamoreau 2003b:62–77). Syntactically, the 
object of the ditransitive construction that aligns with the object of the transitive one 
—independent of its semantic role—is the direct object (Chamoreau in press). This feature 
supports the description of this strategy as a ‘promotional’ passive. It abides by Givón’s 
generalization about promotional passives (1997:22). According to this author, if the 
subject of the passive clauses is restricted to the direct objects of the corresponding active 
clauses then there is probably a promotional passive; and (ii) in passive, a ditransitive 
construction reduces its valence, i.e. it is transitive. 
In intransitive verbs we can also observe the correlation between subject kwhiripu 
and the assertive mood ti in (16a) as well as between the subject pronoun xi and the 
assertive mood ka in (16b).  
(16) Active 
 a. atʃa-etʃa waʃa-me-ʃ-ti 
  man-PL  sit-liquid.MID-AOR-ASS3 
  ‘The men sat in the water.’ (Pacanda-Miguel3, 78) 
 b. xi waʃa-me-ʃ-ka 
  1IND sit-liquid.MID-AOR-ASS1/2 
  ‘I sat in the water.’ (Pacanda-Miguel4, 192) 
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In (17), a passive intransitive construction, a nominal subject is not attested. In certain 
intransitive sentences using the passive voice a noun phrase can be found. However, this 




 ‘One/somebody sat in the water.’ (Pacanda-campana1, 29) 
The example in (17) shows that: (i) the subject of an intransitive verb in passive voice is 
the third person singular combined with the mood ti; and (ii) the intransitive verb reduces 
its valence and becomes avalent (or impersonal): the third person combined with the 
assertive mood ti can not have any specific referent. 
C. Coreference in a coordinated clauses 
In (18a), the subject controls inter-clausal coreference between the subject of the first 
clause nana khéri ‘the old woman’ and the one of the coordinated clause, the third person 
included in ti. With zero anaphora, it thus creates a referential pivot. In (18b), a passive 
construction, there is a coreference between kwhintʃiti-itʃa and kʃı the subject of the 
coordinated clause.  
(18) Transitive construction 
 Active 
 a. nana khérii tatsıkwa wantiku-ʃ-ti ima ukhuri-ni ka  
  woman  old after kill-AOR-ASS3 DEM  opossum-OBJ  and  
  ni-ra-ʃ-tii 
  go-FT-AOR-ASS3 
  ‘[…] then, the old womani killed the opossum and lefti.’ 
   (Cocuchucho-xiwatsı1, 203) 
 Passive 
 b. tʃe-ra-na-s-p-ti  kwhintʃiti-itʃai  
  be frightened-CAUS-PASS-AOR-PST-ASS3 person that celebrate-PL 
  ka  ata-na-ʃ-p-ti-kʃıi  
  and  beat-PASS-AOR-PST-ASS3-3PL 
  ‘Those at the partyi were frightened and were beateni.’ (Zipiajo-fiesta1, 141) 
In (19a), an active ditransitive construction, the subject of the first clause, ima wáɽi is 
coreferent with the subject of the coordinated clause, the third person included in ti. The 
same strategy of coreference is attested in (19b), a passive construction between Selia, the 
subject of the first clause and the element ti in the coordinated clause.  
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(19) Ditransitive construction 
 Active 
 a. ima wáɽii nó thirikwa ú-ku-ʃ-ti ka nó pá-ku-ʃ-tii 
  DEM woman NEG food make-3APPL-AOR-ASS3 and NEG take-3APPL-AOR-ASS3 
  ‘[…] that womani did not make the food and did not takei it.’ 
         (Jaracuaro, kuritsı2, 7–8) 
 Passive 
 b. Seliai ata-ra-me-na-ntha-ʃ-ti kuɽutʃa-ni ka 
  Celia spend-CAUS-BEN.PASS-PASS-IT-AOR-ASS3 fish-OBJ and 
  ʃıpa-me-na-ʃ-tii  tumina 
  steal-BEN.PASS-PASS-IT-AOR-ASS3 money 
  ‘Celiai was sold the fish and (she) was robbedi of the money.’ 
   (Jaracuaro-Alfredo24, 55) 
Coreference in coordinated clauses is found in both transitive (18) and ditransitive (19) 
constructions both in active (18a) and (19a) and passive voices (18b) and (19b). As 
observed in 2.2.1, no nominal subject appears with intransitive verbs. Therefore, we do not 
deal with this valence of the verb in this section (but in section 4). 
D. Constituent order 
Purepecha has a case system and permits variation in the constituent order that does not 
imply changes in the syntactic functions of the constituents. This language allows for six 
possible word orders. The SVO order, however, is the basic one in the area where I work 
(Eastern region), that is, the order that is pragmatically unmarked (Capistrán 2002, 
Chamoreau 2003b:156–158). Other orders indicate pragmatic status (topic and focus).  
In (20a), an active transitive sentence, the subject xutʃi nanti ‘my mother’ appears 
before the verb, and the object tʃi watsı-ni ‘your son’ after it. In (20b), a passive sentence, 
the subject tʃi watsı ‘your son’, which is semantically the patient, stands before the verb. 
Unmarked order 
 (20) Active 
 a. S  V O 
  xutʃi nanti eʃe-ʃ-ti tʃi watsı-ni nenki ni-ra-ni 
  1.POSS mother see-AOR-ASS3 2.POSS son-OBJ when go-FT-INF 
  xama-p-ka eskwela-ɽu 
  walk-AOR.PST-SUBJ school-LOC 
  ‘My mother saw your son when he walked to the school.’ 
   (Ihuatzio-Agustina11, 76) 
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 Passive 
 b. S  V 
  tʃi watsı eʃe-na-ʃ-ti kampu-ɽu,  ampe ú-ʃa-p-i 
  2.POSS son see-PASS-AOR-ASS3 field-LOC what do-PROG-PST-INT 
  ‘Your son was seen in the field, what was he doing?’ 
      (Ihuatzio-Agustina11, 93) 
Topic 
In (21a), an active construction, the object inte-ni pwerta-ni ‘this door’ shows a fronting 
that indicates its topicalization. In this context, no pause or intonation break is observed 
and no pronominal repetition is attested. In (21a) word order is OSV whereas in (21b), it is 
OVS. In (21b), the object inte-ni yamintu tumina is topicalized, but the subject is not 
prominent, it does not provide any important information and it is not necessary to 
emphasize it, so it appears after the verb. 
(21)  Active  
 a. O  S  V 
  inte-ni pwerta-ni nana kheri  xatsi-ʃ-ti aʃantikwa 
  DEM-OBJ door-OBJ woman old  put-AOR-ASS3 branch 
  ‘This door the old woman put it in the branch.’ (Jaracuaro-ladron1, 64) 
  O   V  S 
 b. inte-ni yamintu tumina xwa-ʃ-p-ti-kʃı  ʃıpapiri-itʃa iʃu 
  DEM-OBJ all money bring-AOR-PST-ASS3-3PL thief-PL here 
  ‘All this money the thieves had brought it here.’ (Jaracuaro-ladron1, 310) 
In (21c), waka-etʃa-ni ‘the cow’ is to be regarded as left-dislocated. In this context, an 
intonation break is observed (indicated by a comma) and a co-referential demonstrative 
tsıma-ni is attested in the sentence; this functions as the object (Givón 2001:265–267). In 
(21d), the subject ʃıpapiri-itʃa ‘the thieves’ is left-dislocated and followed by an intonation 
break. The person marker kʃı is coreferent with the left-dislocated noun phrase.  
(21) c. ka waka-etʃa-ni-tshı, xo, tsıma-ni-tshıni tatsıni  
  and cow-PL-OBJ-2PL yes DEM.PL-OBJ-1PL.OBJ after  
  pitsı-a-a-ka 
  slacken-3PL.OBJ-FUT-ASS1/2 
  ‘[…] and the cows, yes, these-ones you take them to us after […]’ 
   (Cuanajo-Evaristo2, 193) 
 d. ka ʃıpapiri-itʃa, tʃhana-ni-kʃı-na  ximani 
  and thief-PL play-INF-3PL-EVID then 
  ‘And the thieves, they were playing then.’ (Jaracuaro-ladron1, 79) 
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In the passive sentence (21e), the left-dislocated status of xutʃari anapu ‘our language’ is 
evidenced by the following intonation break and by the adverb yontki, which generally 
occurs as the first element of a sentence. This noun phrase is coreferent with the third 
person included in ti. 
(21) Passive 
 e. xo, xutʃari anapu, yontki wanta-na-ʃın-an-ti 
  yes 1PL.POSS language before speak-PASS-HAB-PST-ASS3  
  ‘Yes, our language, before, it was spoken.’ (Jaracuaro-Vida1, 91) 
Focus 
Purepecha has an enclitic whose function is to signal contrastive focus. Generally, the 
enclitic ʃı, and its host, are attracted to the initial position of the sentence. Subjects and 
objects can be focused. For example, in (22a), a subject puki-ʃı ‘puki’ and in (22b) an 
object kurutʃa-ni-ʃı ‘fish’ appear in first position. In (22c), a passive construction, the 
subject can be focused by the same process. 
(22) a. Puki-ʃı xutʃi  kawayu-ni wantiku-ʃ-ti 
  Puki-FOC 1.POSS horse-OBJ kill-AOR-ASS3 
  ‘Puki is the one who has killed my horse.’ (Cocucho-MariaElena1, 81) 
 b. kurutʃa-ni-ʃı a-ɽa-ʃ-ti 
  fish-OBJ-FOC feed-FT-AOR-ASS3 
  ‘He eats FISH’ (answer to the question: what does he eat, fish or meat?) 
    (Pacanda-Miguel2, 89) 
 c.  xo tsıma khoɽunta-etʃa-ʃı ewa-na-a-ti 
  yes DEM.PL tamal-PL-FOC take-PASS-FUT-ASS3 
  Yes, these are the tamales which will be taken. (Ihuatzio-Vida1, 70) 
3. Introduction of an agent in transitive  
 and ditransitive clauses 
In the preceding section it was demonstrated that in passive constructions the subject 
corresponds to the patient of the active transitive and the recipient/source to the 
corresponding ditransitive constructions. These properties are characteristic of passives 
traditionally classified as ‘promotional’. 
The expression of the agent is generally not possible. This was the situation in the 
16th century and it is the current situation in the majority of the varieties.5 Nevertheless, in 
some varieties, such as Cuanajo, Pacanda and Zipiajo, certain speakers did express an 
agent in this construction. Generally, they were young bilingual people with at least middle 
school education. The individual and particular agent is expressed by means of an oblique 
complement introduced by the Purepecha instrumental postposition ximpo6 (23a), the 
grammaticalized instrumental case marker mpu (24a) or through the borrowing Spanish 
preposition por (25).  
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(23) a. Maria  intsku-na-s-ti  ma karakata Pablu ximpo 
  Maria  give-PASS-AOR-ASS3  a  book Paul INST 
  ‘Maria was given a book by Paul.’ (Zipiajo-Claudia1, 69) 
(24) a. Selia ata-na-ʃ-ti thu-mpu 
  Celia beat-PASS-AOR-ASS3  2IND-INST 
  ‘Celia was beaten by you.’ (Cuanajo-Evaristo5, 82) 
(25) tʃhanari  xatsi-ku-na-ʃ-ti ma medaya por Presidente 
 player put-3APPL-PASS-AOR-ASS3  a medal INST president 
 ‘The player was awarded a medal by the president.’ (Cuanajo-Evaristo37, 302) 
It is important to note that the use of por in this structure is more recent and less frequent 
than the use of the postposition ximpo or the case marker mpu.7 
The expression of an oblique agent is quite common in passive structures in 
languages (Givón 1981 and this volume; Keenan 1985; Shibatani 1985).  
Nevertheless, in some varieties, such as in Jaracuaro and Arantepacua, the noun 
phrase attested in the oblique phrase does not refer to the agent but rather to the 
‘individual’ who orders the process. Therefore, even though the encoding is identical 
(compare 23a/23b and 24a/24b), the meaning is different: 
(23) b. xutʃi nanti  intsku-ŋa-s-ti ma kafe Pablu ximpo 
  1.POSS mother give-PASS-AOR-ASS3 a  coffee Paul  INST 
  ‘My mother was given a coffee; Paul ordered it (but did not do it).’ 
       (Arantepacua-Esperanza4, 97) 
(24) b. Selia ʃıpa-me-na-ʃ-ti  tumina thu-mpu 
  Celia steal-BEN.PASS-PASS-IT-AOR-ASS3 money 2IND-INST 
  ‘Celia was robbed of the money; you ordered it (but were not the agent).’ 
     (Jaracuaro-Alfredo24, 69) 
Additionally, it may be noted that in other varieties, in Cocucho or for some speakers in 
Zipiajo, these structures are not possible: here the use of the instrumental is limited to 
express an inanimate instrument. 
(26) Petu  ata-na-s-ti  tʃkhári ximpo 
 Pedro hit-PASS-AOR-ASS3 stick INST 
 ‘Pedro was hit with the stick.’ (Zipiajo-Claudia6, 61) 
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4. Introduction of a participant  
 in intransitive constructions with na 
In section 2 it was demonstrated that an intransitive verb in active voice reduces its valence 
in the na construction: the subject can only be the third person singular with no specific 
referent. No other person or nominal subject may be used. This is an impersonal 
construction. 
In the majority of the varieties, an intransitive construction with na occurs only in 
this context. In others, such as Jaracuaro, Zipiajo and Ihuatzio, it is possible to find a post-
verbal noun phrase in such constructions. 
In (27a), an active construction, a noun phrase kawiri-etʃa ‘the drinkers’ is the subject 
as evidenced by (i) the correlation between this element and the assertive mood ti and 
(ii) coreference between the pronominal enclitic kʃı and kawiri-etʃa. In (27b), a passive 
construction, the subject is the third person included in ti. In (27c), it is not possible to 
introduce the pronominal enclitic kʃı into the na construction (see above, section 2). In 
(27d), a passive construction, a noun phrase, here kawiri-etʃa, can be attested after the verb 
but, as in (27e), it is not possible to introduce the pronominal enclitic kʃı. Coreference 
between kawiri-etʃa and kʃı is not possible. 
(27) Active 
 a.  kawiri-etʃa waɽa-ʃa-ti-kʃı 
  drinker-PL dance-PROG-ASS3-3PL 
  ‘The drinkers dance.’ (Jaracuaro-rubio1, 129) 
 Passive 
 b. waɽa-na-ʃa-ti 
  dance-PASS-PROG-ASS3 
  ‘It is danced. One dances’ (Jaracuaro-Celia2, 105) 
 c. *waɽa-na-ʃa-ti-kʃı 
 d. waɽa-na-ʃa-ti, kawiri-etʃa 
  dance-PASS-PROG-ASS3 drinker-PL 
  ‘There is dancing going on by some drinkers.’ (Jaracuaro-rubio1, 304) 
 e. *waɽa-na-ʃa-ti-kʃı kawiri-etʃa 
The difference between (27a) and (27d) is that in (27a) it is possible to identify a particular 
and definite participant, whereas in (27d) this is not possible. (27b) and (27d) differ in that 
in the latter some further specifications or information is given, i.e., that the participants 
are drinkers (no specific reference). 
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In some varieties (Comachuen and Cuanajo) the use of both noun and demonstrative is 
observed in the noun phrase. 
(28) a. ata-phera-na-ʃa-ti, ima-etʃa 
  beat-RECP-PASS-PROG-ASS3 DEM-PL 
  ‘One/somebody is beating, those.’ (Comachuen-Griselda2, 91) 
4.1 Morphosyntactic Properties 
The noun phrase kawiri-etʃa in (27d) and the demonstrative ima-etʃa in (28a) do not 
function as subjects of the verb since they do not fulfil the criteria for subjecthood 
established in 2.2. Let us look at the evidence: 
A. Case marker 
In intransitive construction with na, as in (27d), the noun phrase always appears without 
case marker. But this absence of encoding does not prove that the noun phrase functions as 
a subject. We also have to show that it establishes a relation with the verb. The evidence 
below proves that this syntactic relation does not exist. 
B. Agreement between subject and the assertive mood 
In (27d) and in (28a) the verb is marked by the assertive mood and the third person marker 
ti, and the noun phrase is always in the plural. It is not possible for the noun or the 
demonstrative to appear in the singular, cf. (27f) and (28b). 
(27) f.  * waɽa-na-ʃa-ti kawiri 
(28) b.  * ata-phera-na-ʃa-ti ima 
Although the noun phrase is in the plural, it is not possible to introduce a pronominal 
enclitic of third person plural kʃı in (27d, 27e, 28c). The impossibility of expressing the 
pronominal enclitic of third person plural kʃı may be the consequence of its context-
dependent anaphoric or deictic nature. It expresses an attested definite participant with 
specific reference,8 which is in contradiction to the nature of na. 
(27) d.  * waɽa-na-ʃa-ti-kʃı 
(27) e.  * waɽa-na-ʃa-ti-kʃı kawiri-etʃa 
(28) c.  * ata-phera-na-ʃa-ti-kʃı ima-etʃa 
C. Coreference in a coordinated clause 
The active intransitive clause in (29) illustrates that when two verbs are coordinated, the 
subject of the first clause, here tsıma anima-itʃa, is coreferential with the subject of the 
coordinated clause, here kʃı. The nominal subject may or may not be repeated: 
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 (29) Active  
 mantani wéʃuɽini tsıma anima-itʃai tsípi-pa-ntha-ʃın-ti 
 each year DEM.PL soul-PL enjoy.oneself-CENTRIF-IT-HAB-ASS3 
 ka (tsıma anima-itʃai) tere-kuɽi-pa-ntha-ʃın-ti-kʃıi 
 and (DEM.PL soul-PL)  laugh-MID-CENTRIF-IT-HAB-ASS3-3PL 
 ‘Each year, these soulsi went enjoying themselves, and (these souls) wenti laughing’ 
    (Jaracuaro-animas2, 8) 
In (30a), in a passive coordinated intransitive verb, the noun phrase occurs one time, at the 
end of the sentence. The repetition of this noun phrase is not possible (30b). 
(30) Passive 
 a. khira-ru-na-ʃa-ti  ka wera-na-ʃa-ti, 
  curl.up-street-PASS-PROG-ASS3 and cry-PASS-PROG-ASS3  
  wánikwa  kwhiripu-itʃa 
  many people-PL 
  ‘One/somedoby sits down in the street and cries, many people.’ 
   (Jaracuaro-animas4, 82) 
 b.   *khira-ru-na-ʃa-ti wánikwa ka wera-na-ʃa-ti wánikwa 
D. Constituent order 
It was observed in section 2 that the unmarked constituent order in Purepecha spoken in 
the lake of Patzcuaro area is SVO. In intransitive clauses with na, the noun phrase 
frequently appears (83%) in a post-verbal position, cf. (27d), (28a), and (30a). Therefore, 
for a subject, it would show a very rare position which was defined as marked at a 
pragmatic level (Capistrán 2002:382). Nevertheless, in 17% of sentences as in (31), the 
noun phrase appears to the left of the verb.  
(31) misitu-itʃa,  tepa-na-ʃa-ti 
 cat-PL  be.fat-PASS-PROG-ASS3 
 ‘Cats, one/someone is getting fat.’ (Ihuatzio-esposo1, 82) 
Pragmatically the noun phrase which appears in the intransitive construction with na is a 
precision phrase. But this element does not show the same characteristics that the subject 
as it has been defined in section 2. Now, let us take a look at the pragmatic level in order to 
analyse its role. 
4.2 The Pragmatic Level 
In (27d, 28a, 30a) and (31), the noun phrase never refers to an identifiable, specific and 
definite participant. Rather, it always relates to indefinite collectives such as ima-etʃa 
‘those’, wánikwa ‘many people’, kawiri-etʃa ‘drinkers’, misitu-etʃa ‘cats’. The speaker 
comes close to the identification of the participant but leaves it indefinite and non-
referenced. Pragmatically, four relevant parameters stand out: 
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A. Frequency 
Sentences using intransitive verbs with na accompanied by a noun phrase are not frequent. 
They are only found in oral dialogues, not in narratives. This type of construction 
represents 24% of sentences with intransitive verbs carrying na. In other words, 76% of 
verbs appear alone, as seen above in section 2.2. 
B. Intonation contour 
Generally, in (27d), (28a), and (30a), the noun phrase is presented separated from the verb 
by a descending intonation and a pause that may indicate a hesitation. In some varieties, 
such as Arantepacua, in (32) the intonation break is very long and the noun phrase is barely 
audible—as if the speaker wished to indicate two different sentences. Additionally, the 
noun phrase watsı-itʃa ‘girls’ is placed after a locative phrase itsi-lu ‘in the water’ whereas 
generally, in active clauses the subject in postposition appears after a verb and before a 
locative complement (cf. in 21b in the position of the locative iʃu ‘here’). (32) shows that 
this noun phrase appears after a clause. 
(32)  waʃa-mi-ŋa-ʃa-ti itsi-lu, // watsı-itʃa 
 sit-liquid.MID-PASS-PROG-ASS3 water-LOC // girl-PL 
 ‘One/somebody is sitting in the water // girls.’ (Arantepacua-Esperanza6, 91) 
C. Constituent order 
Independently from the unmarked SVO constituent order, the other constituent order in 
Purepecha sentences signals specific pragmatic characteristics (section 2). In (21b) 
(repeated here for convenience), the subject appears after the verb because it is not 
prominent, it does not provide any important information, and it is not necessary to 
emphasize it.  
  O   V  S 
(21) b. inte-ni yamintu tumina xwa-ʃ-p-ti-kʃı  ʃıpapiri-itʃa iʃu 
  DEM-OBJ all money bring-AOR-PST-ASS3-3PL thief-PL here 
  ‘All this money the thieves had brought it here.’ (Jaracuaro-ladron1, 310) 
In intransitive passive constructions in which this noun phrase is attested, it appears in a 
postverbal position in 83% of all examples, as in (27d, 28a, 30a).  
D. The precision phrase 
The purpose of the presence of the noun phrase in the precision phrase is to close in on the 
identification of a participant. It provides precision in order to avoid certain pre-
suppositions or to anticipate a possible disagreement. The following dialogue demonstrates 
the nature of the information provided by such noun phrases. The speakers—one from 
Jaracuaro and the other from Cuanajo—are speaking about certain customs and activities 
in their communities. The speaker from Cuanajo, which is also where the encounter took 
place, explains that people are used to walk alone in the countryside. In C1, the speaker 
from Cuanajo indicates that ‘one/somebody’ uses to walk alone’, without saying anything 
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about the identity of the participant; it has no referent. In J2, the person from Jaracuaro 
indicates that he understands that all people can walk alone. In C2, the speaker from 
Cuanajo needs to offer additional information, a specification that allows the speaker from 
Jaracuaro to make a good hypothesis. Thus, the speaker from Cuanajo introduces the noun 
phrase atʃa-itʃa ‘men’, indicating that the participant (i.e. that who walks alone) belongs to 
this category. 
(33) J1. ni-ra-ʃın-i-kʃı 
  go-FT-HAB-INT-3PL 
  ‘Are they going?’ (Jaracuaro/Cuanajo-Alfredo10, 307) 
(33) C1.  ʃo ʃana-ra-koɽe-na-ʃın-ti 
  here walk-MID-REFL-PASS-HAB-ASS3 
  ‘Here one (usually) walks alone.’ (Jaracuaro/Cuanajo-Evaristo10, 308) 
(33) J2. ax xo sesi 
  ‘Oh yes well.’ (Jaracuaro/Cuanajo-Alfredo10, 309) 
(33) C2. kho ʃo  ʃana-ra-koɽe-na-ʃın-ti,   atʃa-itʃa 
  yes here walk-MID-REFL-PASS-HAB-ASS3 man-PL 
  ‘Yes, here one is used to walking alone, men.’  
      (Jaracuaro/Cuanajo-Evaristo10, 310) 
The noun phrase atʃa-itʃa in C2 allows the speaker to avoid an error of interpretation of the 
other speech act participant. This noun phrase appears after a clause, but it differs from 
strategies already described in the literature; this is the reason why I called this noun 
phrase a precision phrase. Let us look at the evidence: 
Givón (2001:267–268) described a right-dislocation strategy called afterthought 
which appears after an intonation break. Its function is to clarify or confirm the introduced 
participant. The referent of an afterthought is accessible, i.e. it shows coreference with a 
pronoun included in the sentence, as an argument of the verb. The accessibility of the 
referent is not attested in the precision phrase.  
Queixalós (2000:436) describes a different kind of construction involved in the 
Sikuani passive. This construction contains a noun phrase called programmed epiphrase 
which does not entail a referential re-examination of an element previously attested, as it 
may appear in the beginning of an oral discourse. A programmed epiphrase introduces the 
agent of the passive. This construction allows to introduce first the relevant information 
and then the agent. The Sikuani programmed epiphrase is similar to the one attested in 
Purepecha as passive. The latter, however, is limited to the intransitive construction and the 
introduction of the participant. The difference between programmed epiphrase and the 
precision phrase is the clear intonation break attested in the second strategy. 
The comparison between afterthought, programmed epiphrase and precision phrase 
is summarized in table 1. It leads us to regard the precision phrase as different from the 
others. 
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Coreference between the 
noun phrase and a pronoun 
Afterthought + + + 
Programmed epiphrase – ? – 
Precision phrase – + – 
Table 1. Comparison between three right-dislocation strategies. 
The precision phrase shows various features: (i) it occurs after a clause; (ii) it appears after 
an intonation break; (iii) it is not coreferential with a pronoun functioning as an argument 
of the verb; (iv) it is not possible to identify the referent of the participant; and (v) it gives 
information and precision that avoid a disagreement between speech act participants. 
Notes 
* Many thanks to Zarina Estrada, Thomas Givón and Francesc Queixalós for their 
comments and suggestions. 
1 Purepecha is classified as an isolated language, spoken by approximately 100,000 people 
in the state of Michoacan. 
2 Other moods that have only one form for all persons exist. The presence of the personal 
pronoun is therefore essential in these cases. 
3 Word stress affects the first or second syllable; it is indicated with an acute accent on the 
vowel only when it appears in the first syllable (except in monosyllabic words). I use the 
IPA transcription: ‘ɽ’ is a retroflex, ‘x’ is a velar fricative, etc. Aspiration is indicated by 
‘h’, for example ‘ph’. 
Abbreviations: AOR = aorist; APPL = applicative; ASS = assertive; BEN = benefactive; 
CAUS = causative ; CENTRIF = centrifuge; DEM = demonstrative; EVID = evidential; 
FOC = focus marker; FT = formative; FUT = future; GEN = genitive; HAB = habitual; 
IND = independent; INST = instrumental; INT = interrogative; IT = iterative; LOC = locative; 
MID = middle; NEG = negation; OBJ = object; PST = past; PASS = passive; PL = plural ; 
POSS = possessive ; PROG = progressive; RECP = reciprocal; REFL = reflexive 
4 This structure is similar to the French on: semantically on refers to various individuals. 
However, the syntactic structure is singular: On parle fort ici. 
5 There is not enough space here for the study of the geographic distribution of this 
construction. Yet, it should be mentioned that this feature does not allow us to establish 
isoglosses. The varieties in which the absence of an agent is observed are found throughout 




6 In the 16th century, a postposition ximpo was attested. Nowadays, it can appear as ximpo 
as in 16th century or as mpu, a grammaticalized form. Certain varieties attest both forms. 
The values of this element in the 16th century and currently are: instrumental, medium, 
time, cause, mood, finality (animate/inanimate) and benefactive (animate). Currently, the 
use of an oblique agent of a passive (animate) must be added. 
7 The preposition por is not frequently used in expressing the agent of a passive whereas it 
is well integrated into Purepecha (Chamoreau 2002): 
Expression of agent: 
miti-ʃ-ti por ima 
know-AOR-ASS3 por DEM  
‘I knew it through (because of) him.’ 
Expression of cause: 
tsıtsıki urapiti kunti-kuri-ʃa-ti por kwetsapikwa 
flower white bend-REFL-PROG-ASS3 por weight 
‘The white flower bends a lot because of the weight.’ 
8 In certain languages such as Spanish, the third person plural indicates a structure in which 
the agent is defined as various non-identifiable humans: Te pegaron. The introduction of a 
personal pronoun implies the identification (by anaphora or deixis) of the agent: Ellos te 
pegaron. 
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